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Discover the University of Wisconsin collection of historic relief models, or three-dimensional
maps.The University of Wisconsin relief models were crafted from 1875-1943 at the dawn of the
analytics age. Relief models are an extremely effective visualization tool. They help us intuitively
understand big data sets and to create spatial awareness--the knowledge of relationships
between objects, places and ourselves. Each relief model is shown in beautiful color
photography. Learn their fascinating stories of expeditions and earthquakes, mountains and
museums, bankruptcy and battlefields, governments and glaciers.
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reviewsMcCalmont has given us all a great gift by methodically researching and sharing the
stories of the relief map creators, as well as the rich political--and sometimes, radical--
backgrounds of the maps themselves. This book takes us back in time, providing an
appreciation for the painstaking process, craftsmanship, and perspective about the tools and
technology that the creators had available.The creators of the maps were early User Experience
designers: they put the public viewer’s comprehension at the same level as the map experts.
They experimented with new ways of com-municating massive amounts of data to teach the
audience and to illuminate the story of each place. The author offers a modern-day challenge to
think of our work in similar ways. How can new ways of looking at the barrage of data help us to
gain a deeper understanding of complex phenomena? How can we take information overload
and turn it into something more digestible, just as those who created the new technology of the
relief map did more than 100 years ago?The creatively photographed pieces help the reader
nearly feel the texture and undulation of the models. Combined with the rich stories of each map,
I hope it will inspire readers to journey to Wisconsin and stand in the presence of these
masterpieces.- Tanya Buckingham, Executive Director, North American Cartographic
Information Society (NACIS)A Wilderness of Rocks is a remarkable and in some ways unique
achievement, combining several virtues. Foremost is that it fills a gap in the history of
cartography. McCalmont shows how relief models, many of which were made in the late
nineteenth century the age of exploration and

mapping, remain today a useful and indeed essential tool in conveying maximum topographic
and geologic information quickly and efficiently. Second is McCalmont’s lucid accounts of how
the relief models were constructed, the purpose they served, and the people who made them.
Third is a necessary complement to the verbal accounts—Timothy Hughes’s photographs of the
relief models, many of which—outstandingly those of Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Henry
Mountains, and the Baraboo District—show a vividness of detail and a subtlety of color that



make them seem works of abstract art.- Yi-Fu Tuan, author of Space and Place, Topophilia,
Place, art, and self, and Romantic Geography: In Search of the Sublime Landscape.
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Figure 1. Glacier National Park and Vicinity (1911) by Ernst H. J. Lorenz for the Great Northern
Railway Company’s “See America First” campaign. Photograph by Timothy Hughes.

1A Wilderness of RocksIntroductionThe University of Wisconsin (UW) system has the best
collection of historical relief models in the nation. A relief model is a three-dimensional map of a
landscape. Across the campuses, UW-Madison has 21 relief models, UW-Milwaukee has one,
and UW-Whitewater has six, all crafted between 1875 and 1943. These historical relief models
are part of the distin-guished history of science at UW.Relief models are an effective way to
create spatial awareness, or the knowledge of relation-ships between objects, places, and
ourselves. Created in a time before computers, electricity, or airplanes, these relief models were
a new way to display large, complex data sets so that people could immediately see patterns
and connections—a field we now call “data science.” Relief models were about 2-6 feet wide
with a carved plaster terrain. The primary model maker was Edwin E. Howell (1845-1911), an
owner of a nationwide busi-ness that supplied geology samples, relief models, and lecture
slides. Others were crafted by Ernst H. J. Lorenz (1866-1947), who was a metal-smith for the
UW College of Engineering and an indepen-dent Wisconsin model maker.This book is a good
start when understanding why these UW relief models are so intriguing, but they also need to be
experienced in person. When you visit them, get close. Each model has a dramatic presence
that invites you to run your fingers through, what John Wesley Powell called, a “wilderness of
rock.” Instead of a flat computer screen, you can move your body around the model to see an
infinite number of angles. The information from your physical touch and sight are enhanced with
color, text, and scientific data. These models were originally designed and installed so that no
artificial barrier existed between it and the viewer (Figure 3). This small-scale reality is their
appeal.Figure 2. Geography graduates of 2014 gather around the Yosemite Valley relief model
during a UW-Madison Geography Department graduation reception in the Robinson Map
Library. This model uses tabletop display to give viewers a better feeling of actually being in the
park. L to R: Katya Mullendore, Tyler Gorski, Jon Koser, Martin Brubaker, Christopher Morgan.
Photograph by the author, 2014.

2Melanie Schleeter McCalmontThis book tells the stories behind the UW relief models. It can be
read in any order. The Introduction describes why relief models are historically important, how
they were made, and who made them. I also describe how relief models are the forerunner to
modern data analytics and geovisualization. The Stories section has a beautiful photograph of
each UW model, with some points of interest or historical context. I have included a list of key



Sources at the end of the book for more reading.Relief models and data scienceEvery
technology has a human history. Relief models were new technology in a time before we had
looked down at our earth from either airplane or spacecraft. People traveled by foot or
horseback, so predicting the terrain in your path meant the difference between life and death. In
the 1800s, there were large paper maps, but they were hard to interpret—even for experts.
Three-dimensional terrain models broke through this interpretive barrier by providing a view of a
place and its data that was immediately understandable by anyone. Patterns and connec-tions
between places were easy to see. For the first time, people had a realistic angel’s-eye view of
the earth.Creating relief models in the late 1800s was a response to what we now call
“information overload,” or new data being produced at an overwhelming pace. In the 1800s, the
public was awash in disruptive new facts and theories about the natural world: earthquakes, ice
ages, political boundaries, and fossils. In the 2000s, all those old facts are now disrupted by
human activity: cities in earthquake zones, glacial melting from climate change, geopolitics, and
fossil fuels—and we must create even more information to analyze our impacts. Relief models,
such as Edwin E. Howell’s Grand Canyon (Figure 45), were a new way to extract meaning from a
mass of data. The models helped both scientists and the public to categorize all this new
information.Fitting things into existing or new categories is one of the first things we do when we
learn. Doing so reduces the data “noise” that gets in the way of essential understanding of a
place. Figure 3 shows a typical gallery of relief models in a 1900s big-city museum, and
illustrates the vital interpretive role they held in understanding scientific data. The relief-model
approach to visualizing facts had never before existed for students and the general public, and it
was empowering.Relief models are the forerunner of two modern ways that we now use to
manage complex data about our world: data analytics, or a visual display of complex data sets,
and geovisualiza-tion, or the study of how maps display their information and how we use them
to learn and make decisions.For those of us immersed in today’s computer systems, we can
describe a historical relief model in the language of data analytics. Relief models are built from
underlying tables of raw data, such as rock types or distances. Like raw data in a spreadsheet,
the relationships and patterns are difficult to see in a tabular format. But when the data is
grouped, de-cluttered, filtered, and then displayed on the model using color, height, pattern, and
context, the analy-sis is clear. Both relief models and data visualizations are effective because
they use our brain’s pre-attentive processing, more commonly called “insight.” After this first
impression, more

3A Wilderness of RocksFigure 3. Relief models on display in the Hall of Geographic Geology,
Field Columbian Museum in 1902. Relief maps and models played a key interpretive role for the
public in understanding the places and impacts of new science. Many of the models in this
image are owned by UW and described in this book, including Palestine, Grand Canyon,
Yosemite Valley, Chattanooga. Image from Plate 25 of the Field Museum Annual Report, Vol II
No 2,1902



4Melanie Schleeter McCalmontanalytical processes kick in to validate our impressions. When
we make the leap from a two-dimensional graph to a 3D data surface, the analysis is further
enhanced with our questions as we explore relative values, gaps, trends, and potential
outcomes. Experiencing data analytics by relief model is subtly emotional. Its presentation
reduces our uncertainty while at the same time making the analysis work seem delightfully
useful.The UW relief models are also important to the history of geovisualization. It’s important
for stu-dents of geographic information systems (GIS) and data science to know that relief
models existed—that their cutting-edge visualization method lay dormant for 100 years until its
rebirth in comput-erized 3D models driven by massive data sets. Only the materials have
changed. The International Cartographic Association (ICA), a worldwide organization of map
professionals, includes models as one component of its global research agenda. The military
continues to research new ways to create tactile (touchable) models and develop new computer
imagery. How could we improve on histori-cal relief models? If the physical experience of a
historical relief model could be enhanced with the cognitive experience of time and data of a
computer model, where could that take us?Some background on relief modelsThe main
advantage of 3D relief models over flat paper maps or a digital screen is immediate spatial
perception. Compared to the size and bulk of a relief model, a paper map seems a more
convenient choice. But is it? Even the USGS admits that “the [professional] engineer or geolo-
gist may find…a meaning to be recognized in no other way save through models.”The principles
behind spatial perception have been confirmed by recent neuroscience research, which found
that our brains use the same region to calculate visual and physical space. We perceive depth
and shape most accurately when the object is at arm’s length. A phys-ical relief model as
sculpture is normally viewed at this close-up distance (Figure 4). Models also take advantage of
how our brains instantly calculate millions of gradations of shadow and light, one of our most
primitive survival tools. Using all those qualities makes our grasp of the information stronger.

5A Wilderness of RocksFigure 4. An eye-level view of the Yosemite Valley relief model by Edwin
E. Howell. A human’s height would be the equivalent of a dust speck on the surface. When you
come this close to a model, the external room disappears and your spatial awareness of terrain
is very compelling. Photograph by the author, 2006.The military, above all other users, has
developed and sustained the art of relief modeling as an adjunct to intelligence and
reconnaissance. The extent of military use is a volume in itself, but we can bookend the history
with two examples. The Louvre Museum in France holds 15 military relief models that were built
in the 17th century by the Marquis de Louvois for Kings Louis XIV and Louis XV (Figure 5). The
maquettes (models) contained top-secret information, consisting of extremely detailed firsthand
measurements and lifelike features, all kept in a spe-cially designed hall guarded by soldiers day
and night. An entire museum in Paris is dedicated to preserving and displaying military plans en
relief.Early French models of the Alps were the original mobile hand-held map. I examined one
such model from 1853 at the Library of Congress. The model was a small wooden unit that



opened on a hinge like a book, with a precisely colored printed map varnished over a thin plaster
layer. Designed small to be tucked into your rucksack, the model could be consulted as you
traveled to help you find side roads, towns, bridges, churches, foundries, ruins, battle-grounds,
ferries—like a 150-year-old navigation unit for your horse.

6Melanie Schleeter McCalmontFigure 5. Plan de Maestricht par Vigneux, 1753. An early French
military relief model.Similarly, 200 years later when U.S. Army Special Forces arrived in Iraq,
they discovered an elaborate sand-table model in a school gymnasium created by the Iraqi
military for the 1991 defense of Kuwait (Figure 6). The militaries of most countries to this day
teach skills in how to create impromptu sand tables (Figure 7) from available materials on the
ground as the most effective visualization method to plan maneuvers or play war games. Their
sophisticated computerized cousins are used in military operations centers, but are still called
‘sand tables.’Military academies, colleges, and schools for the blind purchase scientific or
reference models for teaching. Commercial firms and natural history museums acquire them to
show customers where goods and artifacts came from. The U.S. Forest Service maintains
detailed relief models for their permanent management work and builds digital models during
wild-fires. As global weather and climate change increasingly demand our attention, television
weather channels are in the forefront of using digital models to make the complexities of weather
more understandable. The use of virtual terrain domes, 3D printing, holograms, and geo-
collaboration in disaster management continues to be critical in helping improve spatial
awareness.

7A Wilderness of RocksFigure 6. An Iraqi sand table found in the A1 Jabra School gymnasium
after the Operation Desert Storm cease-fire, 03/12/1991. Photo from the National Archives.

8Melanie Schleeter McCalmontFigure 7. An instructor uses a rough relief map to explain tactics
to cadets at an Army ROTC training camp, 07/19/1987. Photo: National Archives.

9A Wilderness of RocksFigure 8. A woman reads the Braille legend of a three-dimensional UW-
Madison campus map at the McBurney Disability Resource Center in 1977. Relief models have
been used in schools for the blind to assist in under-standing the terrain or construction of a
place since the 1800s. Photo by Norman Lenburg courtesy of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison Archives.How were the UW relief models constructed?Making a relief model begins
with its purpose—its story to tell. For example, the purpose of Edwin Howell’s relief model of
Chattanooga was to show both the geology and tell a Civil War generation the story of geology’s
impact on battle outcomes. After the purpose is set, the modeler chooses the map theme, such
as colors and data, to organize and create patterns for the viewer. The overall shape of the
model starts with the intended size of the finished model and the geographic area to be shown.
Many sketches are made. Photographs are marked up. Then a base-map containing the



geographic area is selected as a master map.
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